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INTRODUCTION

This resource brings together the questions from the June 2018 examined unit (Unit 32), the marking guidance, the examiners 
comments and the exemplar answers into one place for easy reference.

We have also included exemplar candidate answers with commentary for Questions 4, 9 and 10.

The marking guidance and the examiner’s comments are taken from the Report to Centre for this question paper.

The Question Paper, Mark Scheme and the Report to Centre are available from:

https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Modules/PastPapers/Pages/PastPapers.aspx?menuindex=97&menuid=250

https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Modules/PastPapers/Pages/PastPapers.aspx?menuindex=97&menuid=250
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GENERAL EXAMINER COMMENTS ON THE PAPER

As an assessment intended to show understanding of the necessary practicalities of managing a professional performance 
company, responses this session were largely secure in the understanding of Arts Administration procedures, with some sense of 
priorities also becoming apparent in stronger answers in the second section.

In this unit candidates need to show understanding both of the standard set of responsibilities and practices of the Arts 
administrator, and that the practice varies according to the nature of the company, performance locations, and audience. The Arts 
Administrator has to understand the roles of other members of their performance organisation and in a small company may be 
called upon to contribute to other non-creative roles. The scenario of a tour company specialising in performing in community 
venues provided a relevant context. In the short questions first section the questions set were generally applicable to all companies 
in context of the scenario.

The early questions structured more towards the standard tasks were usually accurately grasped where the question had been 
accurately read.

The longer questions 9 and 10 required candidates to show range, depth and flexibility in knowledge and understanding of the Arts 
Administrator’s role.

Whilst quality of language is not assessed, marks can be awarded only where there is clear knowledge which addresses the question 
in the terms in which it was asked, and for a second mark for any point in Questions 1–8, clear supportive understanding knowledge 
also to justify that answer.

Similarly, in Q9 and Q10 marks could only be awarded where there was clarity in expressing the coherent functioning of the 
Arts Administrator within the company, and that decisions made will ensures effective and viable outcomes for the company in 
delivering its work to its target audiences. The best answers went beyond broad understanding and into the detail of the many 
tasks that fall into this role. This is not an essay question; other possible formats than developed prose which can express detailed 
knowledge are acceptable.

Resources which might help address the examiner comments:

From the link below, you’ll find ‘The OCR guide to examinations’ (along with many other skills guides)
http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/skills-guides/

Command verbs definitions 
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/273311-command-verbs-definitions.pdf

http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/skills-guides/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/273311-command-verbs-definitions.pdf
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Question 1

Indicative content:
• A PRS or PPL licence (1) in order to play copyright music legally (1).

Accept other appropriate answers.
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Mark Scheme Guidance

Award one mark for identifying a reason and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of two marks.

MUST be a licence: DBS or insurance cover not credited.

1 × 2 Marks. 

Examiner comments

Most answers understood that a licence is a permit giving the holder a right to use a specific item for a given purpose. A concise 
explanatory reason for that licence was sufficient for a second mark. Most responses suggested Performing Rights Society to 
cover the location, and/or Public Performance Licence for the copyright music used. The scenario states “High quality original 
performance” but did not specify that all music would be composed for the performance. The assumption in this scenario is that 
community performance may well include familiar and popular music, which may be subject to PRS and PPL licences.
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Questions 2, 3 and 4

Indicative content:
• DBS checks (1) ensure workers have clean legal record (1)
• A Data Protection policy (1) to protect customer and employee information (1)
• Disciplinary and/or grievance policies/procedure
• Equal pay policy (1) to ensure pay parity for the job (1).

Accept other appropriate answers.

Indicative content:
• Ticket sales/profits
• Attendance figures
• A report on sustainability (1) so the work can continue (1)
• An evaluation of the extent to which the touring production met the aims of the 

project (1) to measure the success of the project (1)
• Evidence of open access to allcomers.

Accept other appropriate answers.

Indicative content:
The benefit to the sponsor from the positive response to the production
• The audience numbers at each performance (1) to establish the most positive exposure 

for the sponsor (1)
• Feedback from audiences (1) to establish the association of the sponsor’s product with 

a well-supported performance (1)
• Ethnic diversity analysis
• Analysis of effectiveness of advertising/marketing.

Accept other appropriate answers.
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Mark Scheme Guidance

Question 2:

Award one mark for identifying a relevant requirement and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of four marks.

Any other health and safety practice is excluded by question.

2 × 2 Marks

Question 3:

Award one mark for identifying a reason and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of two marks.

1 × 2 Marks.

Question 4:

Award one mark for identifying a relevant requirement and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of four marks.

Promoting or selling sponsor’s products/services not credited

2 × 2 Marks

Examiner comments

Question 2 – Most candidates achieved some or all marks where it was recognised that the question was asking for policies 
other than those relating to Health and Safety. Any policy was accepted which aids the effective and organised functioning of the 
company and which is not already required by law. This was often answered with reference to DBS checks, although it is not clear 
in the given scenario that performance in community venues would involve direct contact with children. Staff training, disciplinary 
and grievance policies were also cited. For a second mark for each of these points, a reason expressed as a brief explanation was 
essential.

Question 3 – This was usually answered successfully. The question asks for information to be considered in an interim report to 
funders, i.e. while the tour is ongoing or before all outcomes have been finally assessed. Successful responses often considered 
finance as the main measure of success; the Markschemes also allowed for assessing to what extent the tour met the aims of the 
project, of which financial management would have been an element. A second mark was awarded for a credible suggestion of why 
the stated aspect would be relevant to funders.

Question 4 – There was sometimes some similarity in answers to Q3; however, candidates should show recognition that the 
business sponsor has different priorities and interests to non-commercial funders. Good answers grasped that the benefit to 
sponsors is the positive publicity of their name in support of and associated with a deserving and successful activity. Therefore, any 
measures of audience appreciation of the work delivered were accepted, and how the sponsor’s name appeared in marketing and 
publicity. Promotion of products is not part of sponsorship deals; artistic independence is always sacrosanct. The business sponsor 
should however reasonably expect their funding to be spent well in reaching the kind of audience that they would want to market 
to, so answers were creditable which referenced demographics, financial figures, attendance figures and audience feedback
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 4 – Low level answer

Commentary

The response states the requirement to account to the sponsor for the use of their funding (1 mark).

No explanation is given, which could have generated a second mark if valid. This might have included the overall income and 
expenses accounting for the show, which would demonstrate how the funding had contributed to the financial viability of the 
performance.  

A second valid piece of information and explanation would be required for two further marks. This could include audience 
attendance figures and how the sponsor’s name had been publicised in the promotional material for the performance, which would 
validate the numbers of people the sponsor’s name has reached through promotion of the show; or demographic analysis of the 
audience data collected which would show the types of people to whom the sponsor’s name had been publicised and reached.

The point the candidate attempts to make ‘also how we promoted their products’ is not valid; in arts sponsorship the company and 
their performance work has absolute independence from product promotion. There should be mutual recognition between 
company and sponsor that to promote a product through performance work would be to devalue the company and the product 
alike in the eyes of the audience. The sponsor’s publicised association with a successful company/performance is the promotional 
benefit to them as sponsor. The explanation given to the second point ‘in the hope of them choosing to sponsor future events’ would be 
relevant if associated with a valid piece of information and some evidence of understanding of a reason for that information being of 
interest to the sponsor.
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 4 – Medium level answer

Commentary

This response makes the point that audience feedback could generate a response to sponsorship, which would then be 
communicated to the sponsor. 

Whilst this is accepted as valid information of interest to the sponsor and credited accordingly for the explanation also, it is 
questionable whether collecting such data is desirable for the company. If the company’s work is successful such that the audience 
will attend the show because their work is good, it is likely they will answer no to the question “did sponsorship by X encourage you 
to see the show?” which could be read as negative feedback to the sponsor and discourage them from future sponsorship.

As explained in the commentary to the previous response, a performance company will be entirely independent from the sponsor’s 
products. The second point is therefore not creditable. 

Positive audience feedback on the quality of the show, creating positive exposure and so making an association between the 
sponsor’s name and an enjoyable experience for the audience, would be a valid point and explanation, and/or other possibilities as 
suggested in commentary to the previous response above.

Other possibilities might include analysis of the quality and/or reach of promotional materials which included the sponsor’s name 
with some commentary on the placement and prominence of the sponsor’s name to demonstrate that appropriate positive 
exposure had been given in return for sponsorship. 
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 4 – High level answer

Commentary

The first point written in the present tense “where we are performing” suggests the candidate has not fully grasped the situation in the 
question, that the final report would be made once the performance project is completed. Sharing with the sponsor the range of 
locations is creditable as a piece of information. The explanation ‘to get an idea of who our target audience might be’ is too imprecise to 
be creditable. In a rural village for example, a performance to a school group would be entirely different to, say, performing to elderly 
people. More information to define the type of audience reached would be needed in the explanation for the second mark.

The second piece of information is creditable with just enough explanation ‘and show them we acknowledge their sponsoring by 
placing their logo on them’ to be awarded the second mark. A more assured answer could have included the prominence and 
placement of the sponsor’s name/logo.
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Questions 5 and 6

Indicative content:
• Review risk assessments carried out by all venues (1) to ensure they are safe 

environments to work in (1)
• Electrical safety certification(1) ensures fit for purpose (1)
• Provide any additional relevant training (1) to meet specific requirements e.g. working 

at height/manual handling (1).

Accept other appropriate answers.

Indicative content:
• The company can opt to retain those who meet their requirements (1) or seek better 

qualified staff for the next production) (1)
• Those on rolling contracts have the option of taking up other work with other 

companies when their contract ends if they wish (1) and could potentially negotiate 
good terms for the next contract if the current company approves their work and wants 
to retain them for that new contract.

Accept other appropriate answers.
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Mark Scheme Guidance

Question 5:

Award one mark for identifying a reason and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of two marks.

Safeguarding not credited – does not cover employees

1 × 2 Marks.

Question 6:

Award one mark for identifying a relevant requirement and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of four marks.

Accept carrying forward company reputation e.g. through good employee quality/employee relations, knowledge of quality of 
company’s work.

2 × 2 Marks.

Examiner comments

Question 5 – Any appropriate safe environment activity, assessment or policy to ensure a safe working environment was 
acceptable. Candidate responses to Health and Safety questions frequently reference Risk assessment, which is appropriate for the 
work to be toured. As an activity which is lengthy and time-consuming, it is perhaps less likely that each venue would be Risk-
assessed by the company. All buildings open to the public should have their own up-to-date Risk assessment document identifying 
hazards and how these can be managed and so minimised;  an effective answer could state an incoming company would check 
that document to be aware of the issues it identifies. Relevant health and safety training, such as working at height, manual handling 
and provision of safety equipment were all creditable.

Question 6 – Rolling contracts were sometimes well understood by candidates who were able to explain the benefits of a 
contracted employee in being able to set up a new contract by agreement with the company while the current contract is still 
running; and that this allows for continuity of employment if it suits employer and employee to continue the arrangement; and how 
this is cost-beneficial to the company. Some candidates confidently expressed that the end point of the contract being known to 
both parties allows both to plan to continue or end, as one or both sides prefers or necessity dictates; and that an employee who 
is an effective team member might be able to take a break or find time to do some other activity, returning to the company later; 
and/or negotiate better terms for a future project; or move on to gain more experience and possibly spread the good name of the 
company in so doing, without having to explain to a future  employer why they had left.
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Questions 7 and 8

Indicative content:
• The potential for funding and/or revenue(1) so the programme is viable (1)
• The company’s previous work (1) so quality and style can be maintained and/or the 

work is not too repetitive (1)
• The type of work the company has had previous success with (1) so the new tour can 

build on this success (1)
• Evaluate previous programmes
• Review previous tour content for continuity/development.

Mark Scheme Guidance

Question 7:

Award one mark for identifying a reason and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of two marks.

Accept:

relevance to company mission statement.

relevance to audience interest and to audience demographics.

= contingency.

Tour/rehearsal scheduling points not credited.

1× 2 Marks.

Question 8:

Award one mark for identifying a relevant requirement and a further one mark for an explanation, up to a maximum of four marks.

Accept: generate new income.

Build future audiences, promote company name expand company mission, develop new TIE avenues promoting the arts in target 
localities.

Indicative content * develop lasting community relationships:
• generate interest in company’s work (1) by giving access to musical theatre activities 

(1)
• people will gain a better understanding of the shows (1) so they will be more likely to 

buy tickets for the show (1)
• audience interaction(1) develop understanding of market (1)
• workshops can be marketed directly to potential audiences (1) that link to funding 

opportunities (1).
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Marketing/publicity opportunities.

2 × 2 Marks.

Examiner comments

Question 7 – Effective answers to this question understood that programme planning is about what the company next intends 
to develop for performance, and that a creative company will have stated aims, which may be formulated as a mission statement. 
A good response to this question could explain that planning an new project would involve evaluating that project in terms of 
company aims, and how a new project would ensure continuity from past work and/or creative advancement into new areas; the 
potential of that work to attract funding and revenue; and the company’s established name and its current audience demographic. 
Other answers were accepted which considered planning the business effectiveness of a future programme as it fits with the 
company’s position in the creative market. This included contingency, as this could reasonably be considered at the planning stage. 
However, to be fully creditable, this is an aspect of arts Administration which needed to be explained where cited.

Question 8 – Many companies offer workshops for their performance work which may be of interest to audiences. A range of 
beneficial aspects could be cited: to gain insight into the show, as it is original work, was a thoughtful response. Other creditable 
answers included to develop goodwill and lasting relationships with audiences and/or venues, encourage ticket sales, and 
marketing the event locally to the performance venues; to gain more publicity; to widen access to the arts, which might attract 
grant funding; widening access to the arts is likely to fulfil company aims also, while possibly developing young performers in a 
community location who may not have a developed arts locality and so might benefit from the experience and add the workshop 
experience to their CV. The chance of discovering potential performers for future tours was sometimes suggested. Although 
uncommon and unlikely to be within the aims of a touring company, it is possible that new talent might be identified.
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Question 9

The planning strategy should be clearly linked to the scenario i.e. maintaining 
performance quality taking into account the qualities of community venues.

Responses should recognise that touring practices may need to be adapted where there 
is less time for get- in/get-out than is ideal justifying how this can be achieved without 
compromising quality of shows.

Responses should include:
• Venue restrictions linked to performance e.g. entrances and exits
• Possibility of rehearsing in the performance space or not
• Venue access restrictions linked to community use
• Venue restrictions linked to technical requirements e.g. lighting and sound
• Venue restrictions linked to musical theatre e.g. dance floor (sprung)/space for musicians
• Contingency plans
• Health and safety.
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Mark Scheme Guidance

0 No Response worthy of credit.

Level 1 (1–4 marks)

Overall the analysis is limited.

• The analysis demonstrates simple understanding of some of the processes of arts administration.

• The analysis has narrow consideration of the scenario and additional information.

• Limited connections between processes and the scenario.

• The information is basic and may be communicated in an unstructured way.

Level 2 (5–8 marks)

Overall the analysis is adequate and has some detail.

• The analysis demonstrates basic understanding of some of the processes of arts administration.

• The analysis considers some of the most obvious parts of the scenario and additional information.

• The analysis shows some appropriate connections between processes and scenario.

• The information has some relevance and is presented with some structure.

Level 3 (9–13 marks)

Overall the analysis is secure and will have some detail.

• The analysis demonstrates a sound understanding of the processes of arts administration.

• The analysis considers appropriately most of the scenario and additional information.

• A clear connection between processes and scenario.

• The information is relevant and presented with some structure.

Level 4 (14–18 marks)

Overall the analysis shows thorough understanding of the issues in the scenario.

• The analysis demonstrates wide-ranging understanding of the processes of arts administration.

• The analysis fully considers the scenario and additional information.

• The analysis has an effective connection between processes and scenario.

• The information is relevant and decisions are substantiated, with a clear and logical structure.

Examiner comments

The extended answer to Q9 set a scenario, which is not uncommon in touring to community venues. Local halls and community 
centres are not purpose-built theatres and may vary greatly in size and facilities. The question expects candidates to know a touring 
production may have to create stage and auditorium in a variety of empty spaces and that get-in/get-out time may be limited 
by bookings to other venue users; the concern to be addressed was that this may have a negative impact on the quality of the 
performances. Candidates were invited from this scenario to read the situation and recognise in the manner of an Arts Administrator, 
what the key issues are and so how the company would prepare for being able to set up in a non-specialist venue in a timespan 
that might be less than ideal. This required applied knowledge to be demonstrated, i.e. to adapt standard practices in a variable 
performance window whilst maintaining a clear standard of performance quality.

Answers stating they would book out extra get-in time evaded the issue somewhat, as other possibly more regular users might well 
have first call on the space at that time. Stronger responses recognised that the key to an effective venue visit is always to establish 
a relationship in advance. Therefore, the possibility of negotiation with other users was a useful point, possibly even offering 
concessions for inconvenience in needing to take the time slot usually allocated to them and so establishing some local goodwill, as 
was checking the venue performance area dimensions in advance.
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Generic answers which ran through a checklist of things to be done to get in and out of a venue without addressing the scenario 
were graded in the lower range. A number of responses addressed the scenario more as problem to be overcome in the style 
of Q10, rather than an aspect of touring to be planned for. Often in answers seen, the issue of maintaining quality given in the 
scenario was not discussed, focusing instead on managing get-in and get-out time and sometimes how the performance set and 
performance, sometimes even the number of performers, might be varied to accommodate larger or smaller spaces. Candidates 
should recognise that maximising the quality of the performance and the experience for the audience should be the focus of intent 
in any performance company. Therefore, the main point of concern for the Arts Administrator is how this can be achieved smoothly 
and without compromising the safety and legal requirements of the process, with advance planning and preparation for a variety of 
non-specialist spaces. To achieve marks in the upper range a grasp of appropriate priorities needed to be apparent in a clear line of 
thinking in the answer, in which the concerns regarding quality of performance needed to be clearly to the fore.
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 9 – Medium level answer
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Commentary

The question contains a number of elements for consideration: 

When touring to community venues, the performance may need to be adapted to fit the different spaces. There is limited time for 
get-ins and get-outs as the halls are used by various community groups. You have been asked to answer concerns from directors 
and funders that this may have a negative impact on the quality of performances.

Outline in detail your plans for this aspect of the tour to present to the Directors.

The response is therefore looking for:

• planning which is specifically intended to address:

• the nature of community venues that may be different to professional venues as it may relate to 

• the need to adapt to non-professional performance spaces;

• venue access time may be more limited than professional venues because of community group bookings - these may be long-
term regular booked times that cannot be easily cancelled without negative impact on the community, e.g. for health sessions 
e.g. yoga/pilates or social activities e.g. mother and toddler groups/elderly day care meetings;

• the planning for these issues to ensure the quality of performance will remain high.

A high level answer would address all of these, with credible detail. 

This answer shows awareness of planning which includes time consideration: ‘a fully prepared schedule with all of our timings listed out’. 
This should be true of all touring productions; it does not address the specifics of the scenario and is a somewhat generic statement.

The response goes on to suggest ringing the venue to ask if it is possible to get in earlier. Whilst this moves beyond a generic 
answer and is a practical option, and might achieve some extra time in some venues, it cannot securely address the concerns of 
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the directors as there is no planning for a negative response, nor for the possible negative impact on other established community 
bookings which would be undesirable for a company aiming to engage new audiences in these communities.

The response then makes a statement to ensure ‘all risk assessments and health and safety tasks have already been created and will 
already be in place…I will make sure that all technical equipment(sic) is well-organised and ready to go in our transport’. This is generic 
and should be the case for all touring performance. It would have been creditable as addressing the scenario if it had considered the 
different spaces. Obtaining venue details, e.g. a floor plan with external parking and building access, performance space dimensions, 
entrances/exits and power supply access; types of flooring and placing of windows/curtaining; this would allow for precise advance 
planning for the stage and technical set-up, which would reduce get-in time. 

The assertions that follow this regarding performer access to the space are unsupported by practical elements of planning and are 
also somewhat generic. There is the beginnings of a grasp that different spaces may throw up issues and states they would seek to 
make time ‘in case they need to do any extreme (sic) adapting of the performance’ but again there is no effective advance plan for this 
and the scenario is not credibly addressed, i.e. concerns for the quality of the performance would not be answered by this.

The final page states the need for a lighting and sound check and to make sure everything is working; again this is generic and 
essential to any performance. There is a nod to the concern for get-in/get-out times in suggesting hiring more technicians, but 
without a clearly defined template plan applied to the specifics of each of the different venues it would be unclear whether this is a 
requirement for any or all venues. Overall, the response provides a generic answer with an awareness of the scenario which it begins 
to address. A generic answer is unlikely to achieve a mark above level 2. There are some elements in the response which go beyond 
the generic grasp of touring needs in seeking to liaise with the venue for access time; having some concern for the need to adapt 
the performance to the space; to assure those who have concerns that these issues may affect the quality of the performance;  that 
the planning addresses those concerns directly; and having some concern to aim for very rapid get-in and get out in minimal time 
slots; but lacking evidence of clear practical ways in which these can be achieved efficiently. The mark awarded is at the lower end of 
Level 3.

As outlined at the beginning of the commentary, a high level answer would have most or all of these: 

• Clear planning for performing in the range of possible venues, with advance knowledge of each.

• Confident understanding that a clear line of advance communication with the venue and to have talked through the venue 
booking and access issues would be desirable.

• Advance venue knowledge. Digital technology allows now for instant transmission of still images or even a video tour of the 
venue for the administrator and/or stage management to familiarise themselves with the building in advance and so prepare 
for rapid, efficient set-up for performance.

• A clear allotted time window and stage management plan in place for travel time to and from the location, for the get-in at 
each venue, and for get-out also.

• Flexibility in stage set is also likely to be desirable, with flats, blocks and other key stage items that can be configured effectively 
in wide, narrow, shallow or deep stage spaces, configurations on which the performers have practised in advance.

• Advance planning for seating, entrances and exits which would work with flexible staging and tailored for each venue, all of 
which must conform to emergency planning for that venue.

• Allocated company roles for managing each item for get-in and get-out to maximise time efficiency, with timed advance 
practice to ensure the allotted time is viable, ideally even with some time to spare for unexpected time setbacks and technical 
hitches. 

• Recognition that there is a need to assure those who have entrusted the management of the tour to you as the administrator, 
that the sum of all of these planning elements combined will ensure the performance will remain of a high standard. 
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Question 10

The question asks for an evaluation of the options. In the upper range there should be an 
overview of all options which should generate a recommendation.

For level 2 and above a recommendation should be based on a judgment.

Any viable recommendation will be credited; cancelling the entire tour would be viable only if 
some viable alternative touring plan is instated.

Where a recommendation is made to find another venue, for that to be viable it should be 
contingent on that not being possible.

Upper range answers will establish appropriate priorities; these are likely to focus on balancing 
company benefit whilst maintaining audience satisfaction and how they will meet this.

Where no recommendation is made marking will assess the quality of the options identified.

Evaluation to consider:
• Arts administration processes
• The scenario
• Options*.

The report should include as many of these as possible:
• Ticket holders be contacted
• References to contingency/insurance
• The need to communicate with funders
• Terms of any relevant contracts or agreements
• Viable options: rescheduling, refunding tickets.
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Mark Scheme Guidance

0 No Response worthy of credit.

Level 1 (1–4 marks)

Overall the evaluation is limited.

• Limited knowledge and little understanding of some options, and of arts administration processes.

• There is little attempt to give an opinion or judgement.

• There may be an attempt at judgments but with limited recommendations.

• The information is basic and may be communicated in an unstructured way. Simple connections to scenario.

Level 2 (5–8 marks)

Overall the evaluation is adequate and has some detail.

• The analysis demonstrates adequate knowledge and understanding of some options.

• Some attempt at giving an opinion or judgement, mostly unsupported.

• Some evidence of analysis with an attempt to make a recommendation.

• The information has some relevance and is presented with some structure. The information shows basic links to the scenario.

• The analysis considers some of the most obvious parts of the scenario and additional information.

Level 3 (9–13 marks)

Overall the evaluation is secure and will have some detail.

• The analysis shows sound knowledge and clear understanding of mostly viable options. overview of all options.

• Opinions and judgements will be present, but may not always be securely supported.

• The analysis has a clear connection between processes and scenario.

• The analysis makes a clear recommendation clearly and appropriately related to the scenario, with some supporting 
justification.

• The discussion of options is relevant with some structure and with sound links to the scenario.

Level 4 (14–18 marks)

Overall the evaluation is detailed and shows thorough understanding, evaluation of options and rationale.

• The analysis shows thorough understanding of viable options applied via arts administration processes.

• Opinions and judgements are well supported.

• The analysis is applied with thorough understanding of processes and scenario.

• There is detailed analysis and evaluation, with a coherent and fully justified recommendation.

• There is a well-developed line of reasoning in evaluation of options and which is clearly and logically structured and applied to 
the scenario.

Examiner comments

The logistical challenge of Question 10 intentionally does not offer an instantly definable solution. In evaluating the options, the 
full implications of the issue as a whole and especially the context in which it occurs should be given thorough consideration by 
candidates before embarking on an answer to this question. A partly thought through aspect in answers seen was the tendency 
to focus on the cost implications of refunding tickets as a matter of financial loss rather than the reality, i.e. that this is excess 
unpredicted income and audience numbers to be managed.
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It should be part of the thinking in addressing Question 10 that the Arts Administrator should have securely established priorities to 
maintain audience goodwill and satisfaction and so ensure the good name of the company. Any preferred solution would therefore 
be the one, which most closely achieves this. While it is always possible to cancel an entire tour, it would be unthinkable to any real 
Arts Administrator to do so in any but the most dire circumstances. To cancel because of oversales in three venues as considered 
by number of candidates and in some cases was named the preferred option would almost certainly be a commercial and public 
relations disaster. Some recognised this and so, appropriately, gave it minimal consideration as an option. Credit was awarded for 
recognising the negative implications where this was discussed at more length, but it would be difficult to envisage a convincing 
answer, which would adopt tour cancellation as a preferred solution. The logistics of refunding were also discussed, sometimes at 
length, allowing for the oversales last-comers to be identified in computer booking systems and refunded accordingly. Whilst this 
was commercially viable, it would not make for satisfaction for all who had booked to see the show.

Few responses gave full consideration to the nature of the audience and recognised that a community venue suggests a 
community audience and so a community experience; i.e. people who live within a locality and who may well be groups of friends 
and families for whom a show in their local hall may be a rare and special treat, and who may well be planning a group outing. Ticket 
cancellation in this scenario might have significant social implications well beyond the commercial concerns of the company. A 
good answer should recognise and consider those implications. Offers of discounts on future tours, even free tickets in future, are 
therefore unlikely to satisfy all-comers in such a situation.

It was also seldom observed in responses seen that ticket oversales are an indicator of success for the company which should if at 
all possible be capitalised on. A good administrator might see that an imaginative solution to accommodate all ticket buyers in their 
own locality together could generate good publicity and turn the problem into an opportunity. Finding a larger venue was often a 
considered option. Where this was suggested, a backup contingency would also be necessary; most answers acknowledged it may 
well not be possible to find one, so leaving the option unresolved. A small number of responses had the idea of looking to book into 
a local school hall. This was clearly an idea with potential although answers tended not to follow through and gain marks for the 
positive implications, i.e. that schools are likely to be within reasonable travelling distances of the community, they are well-known 
and familiar community venues, usually designed to accommodate varying numbers and usually with at least some staging facilities. 
This emergency venue move could be publicised well both for company and the school also. Some responses did show appropriate 
thinking in prioritising audience satisfaction in offering the audience transport to a new venue. In answering Q10 candidates have 
some imaginative scope to create circumstances within the scenario as described above, i.e. to conclude that the local school could 
indeed accommodate the event. A key detail was that the ticket oversales were across three venues, so to complete the point all 
three localities needed to be accommodated. The suggestion that an additional venue midway between all three localities was 
sometimes suggested, but such a response would need to consider whether the distance of travel was viable for all concerned.

The scenario did not exclude the possibility that the oversales venues might be able to accommodate larger numbers; a small 
number of responses recognised this but were hesitant in exploring increasing audience as perhaps being too obvious. Yet it is 
probably the first question to be asked; not all community spaces will have a maximum seating limit, but comfort and safety were 
sometimes appropriately considered in discussing this point.

Whilst the question did not specifically require a preferred option to be proposed, more assured answers tended to do so. It seems 
unlikely that an effective response in practice would not seek to define a clear plan for a way forward; finding effective solutions to 
organisational issues is the business of the Arts Administrator.
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 10 – Medium level answer
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Commentary

The response assesses the problem and offers two alternative solutions. It opens by addressing the problem with an immediate 
solution to expand the performance on an outdoor venue on another site. It addresses the scenario directly; the first three strengths 
identified are valid; the fourth, that anyone without a ticket can watch, is questionable; those who have paid may resent others 
watching for free. 

A second solution to find an alternative (and by implication larger) venue is offered. It recognises one valid positive benefit and three 
disadvantages, all of which are valid, two of which are critical. 

The conclusion implicitly recognises that there is a positive element to overselling the show, i.e. the larger audience demand than 
anticipated, and addresses this.

The answer does not recognise that the oversales are across three venues and that therefore either two other venues will need to be 
accommodated in the same way, or that audience would have to be transported to this one, and on a different date to the original 
booking for those other two venues, which would be disruptive to those audiences and it is unlikely the change of date would suit 
all. 

The first option assumes somewhat optimistically that there is a site available for an outdoor performance, and since travel is not 
considered, this must be at approximately the same location as the original venue. It does not account for weather issues or that the 
time of year may make outdoor performance unsuitable. As this is a community performance and the venue is not likely therefore to 
be a large one, a large marquee might have been a less uncertain suggestion. 

The second option ‘to pick another venue’ somewhat evades the scenario, as a quick and easy solution to oversales, but with 
recognised cost implications. This is a community venue and unless this is a larger urban area, other performance venue options 
may be limited or none. 

The overall response is concise, clear and direct and has some adequate grasp of the issues and so is awarded the lowest level band 
3 mark. Whilst the assessments made of strengths and weaknesses are accurate in their assertions, there are significant omissions in 
the assessment.
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Exemplar candidate work

Question 10 – High level answer
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Commentary

The response opens by addressing the simple obvious: to query first to what extent, if any has the audience capacity of each venue 
been exceeded. Although this aspect is not immediately explored, there is some development of the point later.

The second point also shows straightforward professional thinking; that there is a responsibility to be open and honest with those 
who have bought tickets where an error has been made by the venue or company in the booking process. (The scenario does not 
make clear where the error lies and from the audience perspective, this would matter little in any case. The response does address 
in the closing stages the need to ensure the error is not repeated). However, the option for an alternative performance may not be 
a possible offer, as the scenario makes clear, due to the popularity of the show. In suggesting the most recent ticket sales should be 
cancelled, the response is also addressing the issue coherently and with commercial logic but perhaps not as sensitively as could be 
done: a community venue performance is likely to be to some extent at least a community social event which people may attend in 
groups. Depending on when tickets were bought, this means some audience members might be excluded whilst their friends could 
attend. A combined solution could have been considered - investigating the first point, i.e. how far has capacity been exceeded, plus 
recognition that ticket oversales are approximately two hundred across three venues, i.e. 60+ in each on average; minimising the 
number of company-selected cancellations by asking for voluntary returns, perhaps with a small financial incentive, so keeping in 
favour with the community. (There does appear to be some beginnings of a suggestion for a compensatory incentive on the second 
page of the response, and which could have been more clearly explored/defined).The opening stage of this response grasps the 
need to rationalise the numbers in an orderly manner with the need to maintain audience goodwill, and is close to being able to 
synthesise and combine options into a really effective solution to a tricky issue.  

The second option, to seek an alternative venue, is thoughtfully considered. Unlike the medium level answer, this one has directly 
addressed oversales in the opening points, so it is not evading the issue to consider other possible avenues to a solution. Again 
there is a clear awareness of the need to maintain audience goodwill, and the most significant disadvantages are recognised. The 
suggestion of providing transport is also thoughtful and appropriate and could have been argued to be turning the problem to the 
company’s advantage, making the performance also a community outing.
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The second point on the second page returns to considering capacity within the venue, the first point of the response; this is 
somewhat awkward in the sequence of argument, but useful in imaginatively offering a full refund to standing members of the 
audience if they can be accommodated, and with some consideration for the disabled in offering a refund but implicitly leaving the 
choice to them.

This point should have been supported with more explicit reference to consideration of legal maximum capacity of each oversold 
venue for health and safety reasons.

The third point on the second page, of a smaller performance in a different venue on another date, is slightly off-focus to the 
scenario i.e. in considering the availability of other venues and whether a different date would be desirable to the audience, having 
lost the community experience; but in considering giving the audience a performance experience and keeping close to the original 
date to maintain audience satisfaction, it is viable in addressing the scenario and credited accordingly. Perhaps more could have 
been made of it in making it an exclusive event, possibly with engagement between audience and performers pre- or post-show as 
compensation for the inconvenience of the change of venue/date.

Additional note: in other answers seen, a few imaginative responses suggested using a local school.  This shows the kind of 
broad thinking on one’s feet that is sometimes called for from an Arts Administrator. There could be clear benefits to this: all 
communities are likely to have schools with halls; a school hall is likely to be used for performance from time to time and may have 
staging facilities; it will also be a well-known and familiar community venue. A primary school might be equivalent to a small-size 
professional venue, a secondary school hall would usually designed to take at least the equivalent of a medium-size venue audience, 
or even offer a Drama studio for a smaller size audience. To host a professional company in the event of excess demand for a popular 
touring event could be made a positive publicity opportunity for the school.

Towards the end of the answer, the possible negative financial implications, the need to maintain the company name, to keep the 
potential audience/market positively disposed towards the company and the need to keep directors and funders informed of the 
circumstances, and that the reasons for the oversales error must be addressed to prevent it from reoccurring are all appropriate 
points and evidence of high level thinking, not just to address the immediate issue of matching audience to tickets but in the wider 
implications for the company, its operations and its relationship with its market.

There is scope to refine some of the suggestions and combine approaches as exemplified in the early stages of the response to 
achieve an answer at the top of level 4, but overall the answer here is detailed with some thorough evaluative understanding of 
options and rationale.
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